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Abstract: We present a novel approach for modeling the reflectance, 
transmittance and absorption depth profile of thin-film multilayer structures 
such as solar cells. Our model is based on the net-radiation method adapted 
for coherent calculations and is highly flexible while using a simple 
algorithm. We demonstrate that as a result arbitrary multilayer structures 
with coherent, partly coherent and incoherent layers can be simulated more 
accurately at much lower computational cost. 
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1. Introduction 

Optical models for thin-film multilayer structures are used in several important applications 
such as design and analysis of optical coatings and thin-film solar cells. The objective of these 
optical models is to predict reflectance, transmittance or absorption depth profile as a function 
of wavelength. For accurate calculation of these parameters it is crucial that the interference 
between multiple internal reflections is taken into account correctly. Thus far this has been 
especially challenging for thin-film solar cells which typically have an absorber layer 
thickness on the order of the coherence length of the incident sunlight. Layers with an optical 
thickness less than the coherence length of the incident light cause observable interference 
fringes and are commonly referred to as coherent layers. Much thicker layers, that do not give 
rise to observable fringes, are referred to as incoherent layers. Partly coherent layers represent 
the intermediate case. 

Optical models for multilayer systems consisting of only coherent or only incoherent 
layers can be found in textbooks [1–3]. Models for the coherent case take into account the 
wave nature of light by representing it as complex amplitudes containing both amplitude and 
phase information. Models for the incoherent case consider only the light intensity without 
the phase information. However, most thin-film multilayer systems consist of both coherent 
and incoherent layers. A simple example is a thin anti-reflective coating, on a thick substrate. 
Reflectance (R) or transmittance (T) measurements of such a system show that there is 
interference in the coherent coating, but not in the incoherent substrate. A completely 
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incoherent simulation of such a system would fail to include interference in the coating, while 
a completely coherent simulation would show unrealistic interference in the substrate. The 
conventional approach to model these multilayer systems is to treat the coherent layers first, 
after which these are represented as interfaces in an incoherent calculation [4, 5]. This 
approach becomes rather involved for multilayer structures with a larger number of layers. An 
alternative approach is to simply treat all layers coherently and remove unrealistic 
interference by a suitable averaging procedure [6, 7]. 

The above mentioned approaches are commonly based on the transfer-matrix method [2]. 
We will show that the simpler net-radiation method, thus far only used for incoherent 
calculations [8, 9], can be used for these coherent calculations as well. By combining the 
coherent net-radiation method with a more efficient averaging procedure we obtained an 
elegant optical model for arbitrary multilayer systems consisting of coherent, partially 
coherent and incoherent layers. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic multilayer structure, with numbering convention of interfaces, layers and 
electric field strength. 

2. Coherent net-radiation method 

Figure 1 shows a multilayer structure schematically. The numbering convention for interfaces 
and layers is indicated. At each interface i = 1, 2,…I, four electric field strengths are defined 
(indicated by subscripts a, b, c and d), corresponding to electromagnetic waves propagating in 
left/right direction on the left/right side of the interface. These are complex amplitudes, i.e. 
the magnitude of this complex number represents the amplitude and the angle represents the 
phase of the electric field. These complex amplitudes are related by a set of linear equations. 
For every interface i there are four equations, 
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We assume that a monochromatic plane wave with unit amplitude is incident from the left 
(E1,a = 1) and no light is incident from the right of the multilayer (EIc = 0). The coefficients r 
and t are the Fresnel amplitude coefficients of reflection and transmission calculated from the 
complex refractive index N. The subscript > or < indicates whether the light incident on the 
interface comes from the left or the right. The layer transmittance τi that appears in Eq. (1) 
indicates the change in the wave’s complex amplitude as it traverses layer i and is given by 

 ,ii
i e δτ =  (2) 

with complex phase 

 2 / ,i i iN dδ π λ=  (3) 
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and where di is the thickness of layer i. The system of linear equations given by Eq. (1) can be 
solved for all complex amplitudes using standard algorithms. From the obtained complex 
amplitudes the Poynting vector can be determined at each interface i 

 ( )* ,i i iP E H= ℜ  (4) 

where ℜ indicates the real part, Ei and Hi are the total resultant electric and magnetic field 
strength at the interface, given by 

 ,i ia ib ic idE E E E E= + = +  (5) 
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and Hi* is the complex conjugate of Hi. Note that we use E, H and P in non-dimensional 
form, normalized to the incident light. In this way, from the Poynting vector the reflectance, 
absorptance of each layer and transmittance of the multilayer system can be easily derived 
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Also the absorption depth profile, i.e. the fraction of incident light absorbed at each depth 
inside the layer, can be easily found by evaluating the Poynting vector at different depths 
inside a layer. The advantage of the above described net-radiation method over the commonly 
used transfer-matrix method is that instead of using a sequence of 2 × 2 transfer matrices, all 
complex amplitudes are calculated at once by solving the set of linear equation given by Eq. 
(1). Note that the number of equations is 4I, where I is the number of interfaces. 

3. Incoherent layers 

Thus far our treatment is completely coherent and therefore, like for any coherent approach, is 
not suitable for incoherent layers. We illustrate this by simulating a simple multilayer system 
with the following structure: glass (1 mm) / ZnO:Al (1 μm). Figure 2(a) shows the 
reflectance, absorptance and transmittance of this system calculated coherently. Because also 
the glass substrate is treated coherently, a dense pattern of interference fringes is visible. 
Obviously, this is not in agreement with the measured R and T (indicated by symbols), 
showing only broad fringes due to the thin ZnO:Al layer. 

In the inset of Fig. 2(a) the horizontal axis is zoomed in to show a much more narrow 
wavelength range. This reveals that the dense fringes caused by the substrate closely resemble 
a sine function. The physical reason that these dense fringes are not observed experimentally 
could be related to non-uniform substrate thickness or limited spectral sensitivity. A more 
fundamental reason is that the substrate thickness (1 mm) far exceeds the coherence length of 
the incident light, which for sunlight is about 1 μm [1]. This means that there is no constant 
phase relation between light reflected at the front and at the rear of a thick layer, which 
averages out these narrow interference fringes. One way to think of this is that the complex 
phase δi given by Eq. (3) is valid for coherent layers, but for incoherent layers a time 
dependent phase ϕ(t) should be added 

 ( ) 2 / ( ) .i i it N d tδ π λ ϕ= +  (10) 

This ϕ(t) varies randomly on time scales much smaller than the typical measurement time 
scale. As a result, for multilayer structures with one or more incoherent layers the derived 
quantities R and T will fluctuate rapidly as well. However, typical measurements will give 
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time averaged and reproducible values for R and T in which the narrow interference fringes 
are averaged out. 
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Fig. 2. Simulated (area) and measured (symbols) R, A and T of a 1 μm ZnO:Al film on glass. 
The inset shows T in more detail. (a) single coherent simulation (b) average of three coherent 
simulations (the inset shows the individual simulations with ϕ = 0°, 120° and 240° and their 
average). 

It is this time averaged value that we wish to calculate with the optical model. The 
conventional method for doing this is based on combining the coherent electric field 
calculations and the incoherent intensity calculations [4, 5]. Especially for systems consisting 
of several coherent and incoherent layers this is rather complicated. A more flexible method 
exists in which several coherent calculations, each with a different value of ϕ, are simply 
averaged [6, 7]. This method does not require any incoherent calculations with intensity and 
more closely mimics the physical process that averages out the interference fringes. Thus far 
this was done by taking random values of ϕ (see Eq. (10). Indeed, it can be shown that a large 
collection of sine waves with a random phase will average out to a constant value. However, 
using random values has the drawback that thousands of sine waves need to be averaged to 
sufficiently remove the fringes. We show that the same result can be achieved with much less 
calculation time using equidistant values of ϕ instead of random ones. The inset of Fig. 2(b) 
illustrates how for ϕ1 = 0°, ϕ2 = 120° and ϕ3 = 240° the fringes are shifted by phase ϕ. 
Obviously, the average of multiple sine waves with the phase distributed equidistantly 
averages out to a constant value. In the inset of Fig. 2(b) the average value is indicated by the 
horizontal black line. The main Fig. 2(b) shows the average value throughout the wavelength 
range 0.4-1.0 μm. This clearly illustrates that the dense fringes are removed everywhere and 
only the interference fringes of the thin ZnO:Al layer remain. This is in excellent agreement 
with the measured R and T (indicated by symbols). 

We note that the fringes shown in Fig. 2(a) in for example R are due to the superposition 
of the reflectance of the front interface and additional contributions from light bouncing up 
and down the glass substrate multiple times, i.e. the higher order reflections. It can be shown 
that the use of n equidistant values of ϕ assures that the interference of up to the nth order 
reflection cancels out perfectly and only the interference effects due higher orders remain. 
Because the intensity of the higher order reflections decreases exponentially with increasing 
order, accurate results can be obtained with a very limited number of simulations. To compare 
the accuracy of our method using equidistant values of ϕ (denoted by ‘equidistant method’) to 
the existing method of using random values of ϕ (denoted by ‘random method’), we compare 
them both to the exact solution. Figure 3 shows the deviation of both methods as a function of 
the number of simulations that are averaged. The deviation is defined here as the wavelength 
averaged deviation in both R and T for the glass / ZnO:Al structure considered above. We 
normalize the deviation such that the deviation is unity for the single coherent simulation with 
ϕ = 0° (as shown in Fig. 2(a)). By definition, both the random and equidistant method have a 
deviation of 1 when ‘averaging’ a single simulation. When increasing the number of 
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simulations in the random method, the deviation decreases, albeit slowly (red line). In this 
method as many as 104 simulations need to be averaged to reduce the deviation to 1% of the 
original value. On the other hand, when increasing the number of simulations in our 
equidistant method, the deviation from the exact solution decreases very rapidly (green line). 
In this case only three simulations need to be averaged to reduce the deviation below 1%. In 
case of 10 simulations, the equidistant method deviates from the exact solution by even less 
than 10−9. This not only indicates that our equidistant method converges to the exact solution, 
but also that it does so much more rapidly than the existing random method. 

In the above example a multi-layer structure with a single incoherent layer was 
considered. The same approach can also be applied for multiple incoherent layers. In that case 
the averaging should be performed over every phase combination. Although this increases the 
computational cost, for the most frequently encountered multilayer systems with only a few 
incoherent layers the equidistant method is still many times faster than the random method. 
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Fig. 3. Deviation from the exact solution as a function of the number of coherent simulations 
averaged. The existing method of averaging with random ϕ (red line) and our new method of 
averaging with equidistant ϕ (green line) are compared. 

4. Partially coherent layers 

Thus far we have considered coherent and incoherent layers, with a thickness that is 
respectively much smaller or much larger than the coherence length of the incident light. 
Partially coherent layers represent the intermediate case. The degree of coherence can be 
measured by the visibility V of the interference fringes. This visibility is defined as the 
amplitude of the fringes normalized by the amplitude in the coherent limit. By definition V = 
1 in the coherent limit. With increasing layer thickness (or decreasing coherence length of the 
incident light) the amplitude of the fringes, and therefore V, gradually reduces, reaching zero 
in the incoherent limit. 

We note that the averaging has been done with equal weight for each calculation. Partial 
coherence could be simulated by simply attaching more weight to the calculation with ϕ = 0°. 
We illustrate this by simulating an hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) solar cell with 
the following structure: glass (1 mm) / ZnO:Al (1 um) / p (20 nm) / i (300 nm) / n (20) nm / 
Ag. Here p, i and n indicate the p-type, intrinsic and n-type a-Si:H layers. The ZnO:Al layer 
serves as transparent front contact and Ag serves as reflective back contact. For solar cell 
applications the most interesting quantity to obtain from the model is the absorptance of the 
absorber layer, which in this case is the intrinsic a-Si:H layer. Figure 4(a) shows this 
absorptance versus wavelength λ for various degrees of absorber layer coherence ranging 
from coherent (V = 1) to incoherent (V = 0). In all cases the glass superstrate is treated 
incoherently and the other layers coherently. The fringes that appear when the absorber layer 
is treated more coherently can be attributed to interference in this layer. These fringes appear 
only for λ = 550 - 800 nm because in this range the absorber layer goes from opaque to 
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completely transparent. The fringes at shorter wavelengths due to interference in the ZnO:Al 
layer are independent of the degree of coherence of the absorber layer. Such fringe patterns 
are also observed in measurements of solar cell reflectance or external quantum efficiency. 

The absorption depth profile of the absorber layer is also obtained from the simulation and 
is shown in Fig. 4(b) for a wavelength of 600 nm. When the absorber layer is treated 
coherently, the depth profile shows a strong interference pattern. This is due to the 
superposition of the incident wave and the wave reflected by the Ag back reflector traveling 
in opposite direction. When the absorber layer is treated more incoherently this pattern 
converges to a monotonically decreasing function. This is as expected as in the incoherent 
limit the depth profile is simply an exponential curve given by the Lambert-Beer law [3]. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Absorptance and (b) absorption depth profile for of the absorber layer of an a-Si:H 
solar cell for various degrees of absorber layer coherence, indicated by visibility V. The lines 
represent V = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0. 

5. Conclusion 

In summary, we showed that the net-radiation method can be used for coherent calculations 
of multilayer structures. We demonstrated that by averaging only a few calculations with 
equidistant values of ϕ, the coherence of any layer can be removed partly or completely. This 
makes this relatively simple method a powerful optical design tool for multilayer structures 
consisting of coherent, partly coherent and incoherent layers, such as thin-film solar cells. We 
illustrated this method by optical simulation of an a-Si:H solar cell with various degrees of 
absorber layer coherence. 
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